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ABSTRACT

The media industry has experienced significant transformation due to digitalization. The development of various technological platforms, especially social media platforms, has created new habits in consuming media content and news. Analysing audience content consumption based on generations, the data confirms that the younger the audience, the more media and news media content is consumed on social media platforms. For the audience aged 15–24 years (Generation Z), media content and news consumption depend on the platform and time, with a preference for global and social media and much less time devoted to national news media and their content. Consequently, significant challenges arise for the national news media regarding the possibilities of securing and attracting an audience in the future and advertising revenue. Although the development of platforms has created an opportunity for media and news media to reach audiences and distribute content quickly and efficiently, it has increased competition with the platforms and their content. On-demand content consumption contributes to decreasing media brand associations and a corresponding decrease in news media brand equity. From a branding perspective, building and maintaining strong national news media brand associations is challenging to ensure brand distinctiveness and equity in the platform environment, especially for audiences aged 15–24.

The topicality of the Doctoral Thesis research is related to the challenges national news brands face in the existing media content consumption environment. The research aims to ascertain how to develop and strengthen the brand uniqueness and brand equity of the national news media in the current media business environment as perceived by Generation Z and to develop a methodology for strengthening the brand uniqueness and brand equity of the news media.

To achieve the goal of the Thesis, news consumption trends and their impact on news media brand attribution are analysed. Brand equity and brand uniqueness theories are used to create a theoretical framework for assessing national news media brand uniqueness and its impact on brand equity. The research answers how and which news media brand attributes contribute to the development of brand uniqueness and brand equity, as well as how uniqueness affects news media brand equity. The developed methodology of news media branding was applied and approved in national news media branding approaches based on the research results.

The Doctoral Thesis has been written in English. It comprises an introduction, four chapters, conclusions, recommendations, and a list of references of 291 sources. It has been illustrated with 43 tables and 56 figures. The volume of the Thesis is 217 pages, excluding 10 annexes.
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Introduction

The 21st century business environment is characterised by extensive digital transformation: the rapid development of e-commerce, the transformation of marketing into digital marketing, the digital banking and virtual financial instruments in the banking sector, and brand new categories such as online resource-sharing platforms and others. Digital transformation is changing the business paradigm by creating new categories of companies that have never been seen before. Digitalisation has a significant impact on the internal and external processes of companies. As a result of the digital transformation, the media business environment has undergone significant changes. Currently, the content of almost all media is available and consumed in digital form, and the traditional form has become secondary or is gradually disappearing. The most vital factors contributing to the transformation of the media business environment are the generational changes in media consumers or audiences, their expectations, and content consumption habits, which also shape the change in demand. Digitisation has changed the production, storage, distribution, and consumption of content from analogue to digital and fundamentally changed media content consumption habits. This influences the demands of the consumer or audience, the value of the media brand and branding, and the appeal of media to advertisers and investors alike.

Following audience traffic and content consumption channels, a growing amount of advertising spending went into the digital environment in 2022, reaching 56% of total advertising spending worldwide. The globally projected increase in advertising spending in the digital environment in 2022 compared to 2021 is 15%. About 30% of digital advertising spending goes to search engines and the same percentage to social media platforms. In 2021, 25% of overall advertising expenditures in the Latvian advertising market were allocated to national digital media, a 10% increase from 2020. In 2022, it was estimated that digital advertising would account for close to 50% of the total advertising market in Latvia. Like the worldwide advertising market, national media advertising volume is smaller because most of the spending (more than half) is allocated to search engines and social media platforms. In the face of intense competition and content saturation, media branding and its significance within the digital media environment are more crucial than ever. The success of media brands in the
digital environment is a crucial factor in the overall sustainability of the media industry. In the 21st century, where advertising is a major source of funding for media organisations, the ability to attract and retain audiences and establish a strong and visible brand in the digital environment is essential for the viability of the media industry. This requires developing and implementing innovative brand management strategies and presents challenges for media organisations in the current media business environment. National media on the market must compete fiercely with a powerful newcomer – platforms – for audiences and advertising money. Consumer-produced content is another part of a competition that is unprecedented. Consequently, powerful and distinguishable media branding is important when it comes to attracting an audience, advertising, and investment. In contrast, the shift toward distributed news consumption has the opposite effect and undermines the attribution and recognition of news media brands, thus making the media brand less unique.

Nowadays, there are six generations on the market whose media consumption patterns are changing as a result of digitalisation. Generation X, Millennials, and Generation Z are the most active consumers of digital media. Among the aforementioned mentioned generations, Generation Z influences and determines the media transformation the most. Already the biggest generation globally in terms of population size and fast becoming the most important consumer segment in many industries, this generation places greater emphasis on the content consumption experience than the media itself and the brand that produced the content. In the future national digital media will have to confront the difficulty of securing and attracting this specific audience while remaining appealing to advertisers and investors. Knowledge of Generation Z media consumption patterns and media branding for this audience is vital to the media industry because it is the foundation upon which the future development of the industry's business environment will be built. The literature review indicates that there has been an increasing interest among academics in studying Generation Z; however, much of this research has focused on various aspects of this generation rather than explicitly examining the relationship between news media branding and Generation Z. This gap in the literature is noteworthy given the growing importance of brand attribution and the significant role that Generation Z plays as a media audience.

Digitalisation is inherently accompanied by new approaches to how the media attracts and retains its audience and customer in the digital environment. It is reasonable to assume that news media organisations face both challenges concerning brand attribution and a pressing need to establish and maintain strong brands in the digital media environment to ensure their
viability. According to the literature, brand equity is established through the creation of strong, favourable, and unique brand associations. It is generally accepted as a measure of brand strength. However, research on brand equity measurement in digital media environments is limited, and there is a significant lack of academic literature on the topic of *news media* brand equity. The lack of academic research on the attributes of news media brands, particularly those related to the content consumption experience and their impact on brand and brand equity, further emphasises the importance of this Thesis research within the field of media branding.

In view of these factors, the purpose of this Doctoral Thesis research will be to examine national news media branding in the media business environment of the 21st century, with a focus on the Generation Z audience.

The **topicality** of this research is centred on the challenges national news brands face in the media business environment, including preference among younger audiences, low brand attribution, and a lack of distinctiveness. Given the influence of news media brands on factors such as credibility, audience loyalty, consumption volume, and financial performance, this research is relevant in terms of both marketing and economic considerations within the media industry.

The **research aim** is to ascertain the most appropriate ways to build brand uniqueness and strong brand equity for news media within the current media business environment as perceived by Generation Z.

To achieve the goal, the following **objectives** are set:

- To identify and evaluate news media brand attributes that create strong, favourable news media brand associations for Generation Z.
- To examine the impact of each attribute on the uniqueness of a news media brand as perceived by Generation Z.
- To assess the impact of news media brand uniqueness on brand equity as perceived by Generation Z.
- To develop a methodology of news media branding in the 21st century media environment, which helps to strengthen news media brand associations, uniqueness, and brand equity.

The **research questions** are:

1. What are the most important attributes of news media brand which create strong and favourable associations with news media brand by Generation Z?
2. How and which attributes of news media brand contribute to developing news media brand uniqueness as perceived by Generation Z?

In this research, the author understands the term "uniqueness" as customer perception of the brand being superior or more distinctive compared to competitor brands that can be formed either through unique brand attributes, unique associations, or a combination of both. (See pp. 79–88 of the Doctoral Thesis).

3. How does news media brand uniqueness impact news media brand equity as perceived by Generation Z?

The research object is a news media brand and news media brand equity as perceived by Generation Z.

The research subject is the impact of news media brand uniqueness on news media brand equity.

The following hypotheses are established:

H1. The combination of category-shared and experience-related attributes of news brand significantly influences news media brand uniqueness.

H2. Content consumption experience-based attributes of news media brand significantly influence news media brand uniqueness.


The Doctoral Thesis employs generally accepted theoretical research methods, such as analysis and synthesis, deduction, analysis and compilation of information, grouping, comparison, graphical representation, and quantitative data processing, including statistical analysis. The informative base of the study consists of scientific literature, international and local publications, methodological literature, information and reports produced by national and international institutions of the European Union, the Republic of Latvia, and other relevant materials. The theoretical framework of the research is based on an academic literature review – a narrative literature overview using conceptual review, document analyses methods, and a review of theories to determine the theoretical framework for the Thesis research, establish the existence of the research topicality, justify the relevance of the study, and identify gaps in the literature so that the Thesis research objectives can be formulated. Quantitative research is based on a survey method. Multiple linear regression and decision tree tests are used to test hypotheses and answer research questions using SPSS and RapidMiner software.

The Doctoral Thesis research theoretical background is based on academic literature on brand equity, customer-based brand equity (Farguhar, 1989; Aaker, 1991; Keller, 1993;

**Limitations** consist of several aspects. The study does not examine the media business environment from the perspective of advertisers, investments, or other stakeholders. Due to the limited scope of the Doctoral Thesis, issues about the application of various types of investments and media business development activities were not addressed. The scope of the Doctoral Thesis is limited to the analysis of the content consumption experience attributes of news media brands. The author consolidates various content-related factors into a single attribute: content that matches the audience's interests. This study focuses on Generation Z as a news media audience, as this generation has the greatest impact and influence on media transformation among the eight distinct generations that make up media audiences today.

The Doctoral Thesis's research **scientific novelty**:

1. For the first time, a new approach for grouping news media attributes is presented, which could be applied to measuring news media brands' uniqueness and brand equity. It contributes to further research on news media branding in a new media environment.
2. Based on the Thesis research, the methodology of news media branding is developed and validated within Latvian companies, which includes media brand experience as a dominant characteristic that helps news media brands strengthen brand associations in the current media environment and determines the significance of news media attributes and impact of uniqueness on brand equity.
3. A new approach to understanding of news media brand uniqueness is established within the Thesis research based on analyses of unique attributes and the perceived uniqueness of a news media brand.

4. For the first time, the approach of evaluating the impact of non-content-related brand attributes and brand uniqueness on news media equity is revealed.

5. The relationship and impact between news media brand attributes, brand associations, and brand equity have been found by exploring the theoretical aspects of news media brand equity.

6. The approach to measuring the strength of news media brand associations based on the significance of brand attributes, usage, engagement, and frequency is developed.

7. The Thesis research provides an approach to strengthen news media brand attribution in the current media environment, which is essential for media business, as the developed methodology of news media branding supports the growth of the attractiveness of advertising spending to national news media.

**The practical contribution** of the Doctoral Thesis research to the media business environment:

1. The methodology of news media branding enables business owners and managers to assess, measure and implement brand attributes to establish, maintain and develop strong and distinctive news media brands in the 21st century media environment.

2. The research results allow practitioners to understand better and pay attention to the significance of content consumption experience: content packaging, branding, assessability and audience engagement with the content.

3. The developed methodology was assessed and integrated into news media branding strategies to strengthen national news brands and grow appeal to advertisers. References from the Chairman of the Board of Delfi.lv and the Commercial Director Tv3.lv confirming the practical contribution to the industry are included in Appendix 6 of the Thesis.

4. The research results have been approved and included in study materials of study programmes and courses devoted to marketing and digital transformation in higher educational institutions.

Theses put forward for defence:
1. Grouping of news media attributes by content and consumption experience-related characteristics makes it possible to identify and develop appropriate news media branding approaches.

2. The results of the analysis of the brand uniqueness development can help news media owners-managers and employees to develop a better understanding of the brand attribution development challenges and opportunities.

3. It is possible to create a methodology of news media branding suitable for national news media, which can be successfully used for news media brand uniqueness and brand equity development in the 21st century media business environment.


**Chapter 1** of the Thesis defines the research area and examines the changes in the media environment resulting from digitalisation, digitalisation's influence on the media business environment and media, particularly news media content distribution and consumption. Based on an analysis of these patterns, it was established that Generation Z is the most typical digitalisation-characteristic media audience. This audience's primary content consumption trends were analysed, and generational significance was determined in media audience analyses. The effect of these changes on the media brand and branding was evaluated, resulting in two major trends among media brands: the necessity for a strong media brand and for maintaining the distinctiveness of media brands. As a result of these analyses, the research topicality, aim, and research questions were formulated with a focus on the Generation Z audience.

**In Chapter 2** of the Thesis, the formulated research problem was studied within notions of news media brand equity, the conceptual basis for brand distinctiveness, and the brand experience. The brand association framework was analysed based on brand association theories related to brand equity concepts. As a result of this analysis, a conceptual framework of news media brand associations and distinctiveness and their influence on news media brand equity and three research hypotheses were formulated. The theoretical foundation for the empirical study was designed after the second part of the Thesis.

**Chapter 3** of the Thesis explains the methods and methodology of the quantitative research. The data analysis of quantitative study and results are provided, along with the
explored and confirmed research questions and hypotheses. The importance of the news media attributes in establishing strong and positive brand associations was determined. The strength of brand association score assessment approach was developed. The influence of brand attributes on news media brand uniqueness was investigated. The impact of brand uniqueness on brand equity was assessed, examined, and verified. All research questions were addressed, and the three hypotheses were validated, except the first hypothesis, which was not validated for the news media brand tv3.lv.

Chapter 4 of the Thesis presents the methodology of news media branding. It describes the Thesis research findings and proposed methodology approbation within the news media “Delfi” and the media and communication agency “Dentsu Latvia”. The Thesis research findings were presented, and an analysis of the proposed methodology was discussed with the Board of the Latvian Advertising Association and the media organisation “TV3 group”.

The research was conducted from 2017 to 2022, and data approbation was made by presenting the progress and results of the research at ten international academic conferences, in seven internationally recognised scientific publications indexed in SCOPUS database, and in conference proceedings and anonymously peer-reviewed scientific articles published in international journals and available in other databases and encyclopedias.

Topics of the Doctoral Thesis presented at scientific conferences:


Approbation of the Thesis research results in publications

Scientific articles indexed in the Web of Science and/or Scopus database:


Publications in conference proceedings indexed in Web of Science and/or SCOPUS:


Publication (anonymously reviewed) in a journal with an international editorial board indexed in other databases:


Encyclopedia articles/entries:


Other activities and projects:


Project: ESF project "Strengthening the academic staff of Riga Technical University in areas of strategic specialisation" No. 8.2.2.0/18/A/017, dated 26.11.2022

1. News media and the 21st century media business environment

In addition to the changes in business models and processes, digital transformation significantly impacts how companies interact with their customers. With the increasing use of social media and other online platforms, companies can connect with their customers in real-time and gather valuable data on their preferences and behaviours. Digital transformation also has the potential to disrupt traditional industries and create new opportunities for companies that can adapt and innovate. As a result, digital transformation is a significant force shaping the business environment of the 21st century. The transition from traditional media platforms, such as television and print, to digital platforms, such as social media, streaming services, and online news websites, has been a significant effect of digital transformation on the media sector. This has led to a decline in traditional forms of advertising, such as print ads and commercial breaks on television, as more and more people consume media online.\(^1\) The rise of social media and other digital platforms has also made it easier for individuals to create and distribute their own content, leading to increased content and viewpoints in the media business environment.\(^2\) Traditional sources of news distribution, such as print newspapers and television news shows, have been overtaken by online platforms as part of the digital transformation of the media sector. This has led to the growth of online news media, as well as the use of social media and other digital platforms to distribute news and information.\(^3\) The rise of digital news has had a few consequences for the media industry. One major concern is the spread of misinformation and fake news online, which can be difficult to distinguish from reliable sources.\(^4\) In addition, the decline in traditional forms of advertising has made it difficult for news media to generate the revenue needed to support their operations, leading to a decline in the number of journalists and the quality of journalism. Digitalisation brings about a profound transformation in how

---


\(^3\) Ibid, p. 9.

audiences access and consume media content, particularly news. Historically, people had access to news through direct contact with media organisations. In the 21st century, consumers increasingly arrive via "distributed" means of discovery – news is discovered via platform products and services such as search engines and social media platforms. Several researchers have found that this changed environment in how news and media content is delivered and consumed by audiences has influenced audiences' attribution of news media brands. In the context of this research, news media brand attribution is whether people can remember where they get their news when the content arrives via different platforms other than directly from the media channel. Understanding news brand attribution is crucial for media and studies because news media brands are important source cues and heuristics for how people receive information.

The news media brand enables media differentiation. This allows consumers to differentiate between a specific brand and its competitors. Numerous academics argue that low levels of brand attribution for news brands in the current media environment may endanger the industry's long-term economic foundations and that news brand attribution is crucial for information processing and media evolution. How to create and maintain connections with an audience is now of paramount importance. The content is distributed across different channels, reducing the original media brand's uniqueness. Consequently, it is reasonable to suppose that media are both encountering difficulties in brand attribution and a growing need

---


to sustain and establish strong brands in the media environment of this century. The author of the Thesis states that because of digitalisation, the transformation of media organisations, particularly news media, is driven by two factors: how media content is distributed and consumed by audiences and the subsequent influence on media brand attribution. Scholars are increasingly focusing on platforms as important digitalisation drivers, concurring that the media industry is facing new demands imposed by those platforms. Both practitioners and academics agree that significant changes in how media content is produced, distributed, and consumed are behind the most substantial changes in the media environment. In well-established media and audience relationships, a third participant has emerged during the 21st century in the form of platforms, which have become a significant channel of media content distribution and consumption. The expansion of platforms has been a fundamental catalyst for media content distribution and consumption. Digitalisation and the convenience of access have increased audience time spent on different platforms (digital technologies that emerged due to digitalisation). The audience, particularly the younger audience, demands a content consumption experience that is mobile, modular, variable and does not depend on a particular platform, device, or media channel. Scholars agree that multi-platforms have not only created new ways of distributing media content but have also created a previously unheard-of media content consumption pattern: on-demand content consumption, which is a fundamental change in the media environment of this century. Now platforms have entered this well-established communication flow and brought several significant consequences to the media environment. The author of the Thesis concludes and offers adjustments to the media element of Laswell’s model, defining it as the transformed media environment of the 21st century due to the emergence of platforms and areas of change within this research focus.

1.1. News media in the 21st century media business environment

The scholars agree that the most significant change to news media is news consumption via platforms. According to Reuter's research (2017), the biggest change has been the growth of news accessed via social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter. Over half (51%) of

---


the research sample respondents in the United States now get news via social media – five percentage points up from 2016 and twice as many as accessed in 2013. As previously mentioned, a significant shift for media is that creative output is not merely the content itself but also the platforms on which it emerges. According to secondary data analyses, younger groups are much more likely to use social media and digital media as their primary news source. A third of 18–24 year olds (33%) now say social media platforms are their primary source of news – that is more than online news sites (31%) and more than TV news and printed newspapers put together (29%). The younger audiences differ from older generations in what they do and their fundamental attitudes regarding what they desire from the news. According to secondary data analyses and literature review, the author argues that news media have an entirely different media audience – Generation Z, born in a digital age. This generation is the largest globally in terms of population and, getting the most important consumer segment in many industries, places greater emphasis on the content consumption experience than the media itself and the brand that produced the content. Knowledge of the media consumption patterns of Generation Z and media branding for this audience is crucial for the media industry, as it serves as the foundation for the future development of the media business environment. The younger audiences require mobile, platform-independent, interactive, and on-demand media consumption. Their social media platform usage has been growing yearly, exceeding the use of national news media in the online environment. Numerous kinds of research show that the younger generation prefers to use global or international media brands over national news media (see Appendix 1 of the Thesis). Many scholars conclude that for younger audiences,
the source of content (or brand of media) or news is less significant. Based on the literature review and secondary data analysis (Appendix 1), it can be concluded that various content access points and platforms increase the significance of the news consumption experience, especially for Generation Z. Before digitalization, it was clear that news consumption was limited to the dedicated moment when the audience turned on a television or radio station or opened a newspaper.24 The author of the Thesis summarizes that younger audiences consume news, but they do so online, on-demand, and via multiple platforms, thereby elevating the significance of news content and the experience of content consumption.

1.2. **Brand of news media in the 21st century media business environment**

While news consumption is increasing among all age groups, trust in the news has declined over the years.25 The latest data on audience attitudes and behaviour towards news media in European Union (EU) countries shows that although social media platforms and online news are widely used as news sources or channels for audiences, the trust in those channels is low. Globally, trust in news is also declining.26 Academics debate the reasons behind the declining trust in news. Media trust is often discussed in the relevant literature alongside related concepts such as media credibility and trustworthiness.27, 28 The vital reason for this is that the implication of the shift to distributed consumption (or news consumption via multi-platforms and on-demand) through search, social, and aggregators relates to the decreasing level of attribution and recognition for news media brands. Numerous studies confirm that the attribution of sources or news media brands is increasingly low in a multi-platform media environment. Literature analyses demonstrate that the transformed media environment has implications for news media brand and brand attribution.

---


News media brand associations and uniqueness in the media environment

Brand and brand strength are related to brand equity models, widely recognised as definitions and structures of brand power in the consumer's mind. Media brands add thoughts and emotions needed to enhance the value of a product beyond its product category and functional attributes.\(^{29}\) Brands provide information about the quality of content experience and credence of good media content.\(^{30}\) The scholars agree that brands primarily assist customers in navigating the vast media titles and programmes available and that media brands are market signals. They express the credibility and quality of media products and advise consumers on what to expect from a particular programme, title, or product.\(^{31}\) From an audience perspective, a media brand is a construct that carries the audience's cognitive, emotional, stylistic, conscious and unconscious associations.\(^{32}\) As analysed by numerous authors, the impact of news consumption via platforms is decreasing trust in news. Since news content on social media platforms coexists with numerous other sorts of information, audiences cannot always be relied upon to distinguish between content generated by news media, that of individual users, and the platform itself. This, in turn, might make it harder for people to develop and maintain clear brand associations to ensure high brand attribution.

The literature review demonstrates that one of the most fundamental shifts that changed the media environment is that multi-platform and on-demand content consumption dilutes news media brand associations.\(^{33, 34, 35}\) Multi-platform content delivery weakens brand associations


for news media brands. The content source (media brand) becomes less relevant, particularly when the content itself has unique brand associations. Many media consumers no longer care which media brand distributes the material to them; it is all about the consumption experience, which determines consumer brand loyalty among rival content providers. The current media environment promotes a high point of parity, and the brand's point of differentiation is low. The Thesis author concludes that the impact on news media brands is decreasing media brand associations and uniqueness within the research scope. As a result, news media are enduring a decline in brand strength and uniqueness in a multi-platform environment.

**News media brand equity**

Increasing efforts are being made to introduce and define brand equity as the definition and structure of the brand strength construct. There is agreement that brand equity is key for brand uniqueness and differentiation among competitors. The three acknowledged models of customer-based brand equity are those of Keller (1993), Aaker (1991), and Kapferer (1992). Aaker and Keller define brand equity from a consumer perspective based on consumers' memory-based brand association. Keller (1993) argues that positive brand equity occurs when the consumer is familiar with the brand and holds favourable, strong, and unique brand associations in his or her memory. This occurs when consumers sense that a brand has attributes and benefits that satisfy their demands and consider these attributes to be unique from those of competitors and that they are maintained over time as part of the brand's image. In the news media brand context, positive brand equity occurs if media attributes are perceived as beneficial to the audience and create and hold strong and unique brand associations. In that case, investigations of how brand associations are established and strengthened are essential.

---

The types of brand associations that condense factual information can be categorized into product- and non-product-related attributes. From a branding and brand management standpoint, the studies of the brand association formation process, particularly in the new media environment, and its impact on brand equity constitute crucial research. An exciting paradox is that even though a media environment provides more contacts or touchpoints with the brands, oversaturation and multi-platforms decrease news media brand association. The scholars highlight the market advantages enjoyed by news media outlets with high customer-based brand equity. According to most academics, audience satisfaction and consumption positively correlate with news media companies' customer-based brand equity, media credibility, news quality, and audience loyalty. In addition, media brand studies demonstrate that brand equity can assist a company in attracting advertisers and achieving its commercial objectives. Many scholars agree that news media branding is considered an ideal tool for differentiation and distinctiveness. News media brands offer enhanced value propositions about the content, interaction, and consumption experience their audiences might anticipate. Additionally,


media brands increase product value.53 News media brands serve as formative characteristics of media communications and influence the process of news elaboration. Credible news media brands evoke stronger arousal responses, enhancing the efficiency of knowledge storage and retrieval.54 Focusing on brand associations and how they develop is crucial if media brands are to successfully confront high competition and a low point of differentiation. To remain relevant and competitive, national news media brands must adapt to the changing media environment by adapting to digital platforms and social media and understanding younger audiences' changing preferences and habits. The way the audience develops news media associations has fundamentally changed due to the changing media environment. This refers to the overall experience of consuming news on a particular platform, including usability, design, and overall user experience. In Fig. 1.1, the author proposes the novelty of this research and illustrates the changes in news media brand associations development due to digitalization.

Fig. 1.1. Effect of digitalization effects on news media brand associations construct, based on theories of news media brand equity (Aaker,55 Keller56), (created by author, novelty of this research).

One major challenge for news media brands is building and maintaining strong brand attribution. In the current media environment, where sources and platforms are abundant for accessing news and information, it can be difficult for media brands to stand out and establish themselves as reliable and trustworthy sources. This requires a strong brand and a clear and

consistent message that resonates with audiences. Another challenge is developing and maintaining media brand distinctiveness. The content consumption experience shapes how audiences perceive and remember a media brand. Media branding in the digital age requires a strategic and proactive approach that considers the changing media environment and the preferences and habits of audiences.

2. News media brand associations and uniqueness in the 21st century media business environment

Scholars agree that brand associations formed through different brand attributes – product or non-product related, positively affect brand equity. The author of the Thesis proceeds to question how different content consumption experiences influence news media brand associations and how unique audience associations are formed. This prompts the author of the Thesis to conclude that not only quantity, consensus, and valence of the brand associations are essential for the brand, but also the brand uniqueness from an audience point of view is crucial. From a branding perspective, this requires careful research into the audience perspective and involvement of brand associations and brand uniqueness development, particularly regarding news media and younger audiences.

2.1. Brand uniqueness as a brand associations construction

Brand uniqueness is defined as "the degree to which customers feel the brand differs from competing brands – how distinct it is relative to competitors". Based on the literature review, the Thesis author concludes that there is no unified terminology for the term, as many academics use distinctiveness to describe brand uniqueness. In contrast, others even use point of difference. Nevertheless, the idea and concept are the same – the brand or company or individual distinctiveness compared to other brands or companies. The literature identifies


brand uniqueness as one of the essential concepts in consumer behaviour and a crucial aspect of brand equity, which allows products to distinguish themselves from a vast array of similar competitors.\textsuperscript{61, 62} Distinctiveness benefits consumer choice, brand equity, and new product acceptability.\textsuperscript{63} These benefits show that enhancing the perceived uniqueness of a brand is an effective and crucial strategy for sustaining and enhancing brand performance. The author of the Thesis believes that when developing the concept of uniqueness, two aspects should be considered: uniqueness versus perceived uniqueness and optimal level of uniqueness.

**Brand uniqueness versus perceived uniqueness**

Firstly, it is essential to note that differentiation and distinctiveness are frequently confused and used interchangeably. Unique attributes in and of themselves do not bring value to the consumer in the sense of difference. Instead, they facilitate easy and automatic brand recognition across all consumer touchpoints. There are two ways to develop brand uniqueness. The first is a consumer's perception that a brand offers something other brands do not, or brand uniqueness. The second is brand superiority in which the consumer is aware that other brands possess the same attribute but perceives one brand as superior.\textsuperscript{64} Developing consumer impressions of a brand's distinctiveness is only one method for achieving brand differentiation.\textsuperscript{65} Academics and practitioners handle uniqueness ideas differently. One alternative emphasis is distinctiveness, which suggests that a consumer links only one brand with a given attribute instead of shared associations in which numerous brands relate to the attribute.\textsuperscript{66} The second one is a unique attribute belonging only to a particular brand. When approaching brand uniqueness, distinguishing between unique brand attributes or features and perceived uniqueness or unique associations is essential. Firstly, distinguishing between novel/unique attributes and unique associations is essential. Unique attributes are exclusive to


\textsuperscript{66} Ibid, p. 145–155.
a specific brand, making comparisons to other brands inappropriate. Unique associations or perceived uniqueness are discovered from the perspective of a single customer and occur when a consumer associates only one brand with a particular attribute, regardless of whether or not other brands possess that characteristic. It reflects what the consumer perceives as opposed to what the brand gives. Thus, unique associations are not obligatory to involve the existence of a unique attribute of a particular brand. Brand uniqueness can be formed either through unique brand attributes, associations, or a combination of both. Brand associations can be either shared with competitors or unique to the brand. Shared attributes and associations are category-relevant or category-characteristic functional. Unique attributes are the ones that own a particular brand only compared to category brands. Perceived uniqueness suggests that the consumer links just one brand with a particular attribute, even though numerous brands may provide the same attribute. The apparent brand distinctiveness may result from a specific experience with that brand's offering or exposure to advertising that communicates the unique attribute. The element of a brand that distinguishes it from other brands is its perceived uniqueness. It means having a solid point of difference. It represents the degree to which a brand is noticeable, recognisable, and memorable in comparison to competing brands. Obtaining perceived uniqueness for brands is even more crucial. Establishing innovative, unique characteristics can be expensive, time-consuming, and challenging to produce in a way that competitors cannot replicate. The Economist (2009) states that uniqueness is rare, and it is not easy to produce a continual stream of products with unique characteristics. Nevertheless, distinguishing between those is crucial when defining and building brand distinctiveness.

---


The content as a category fundamental shared attribute has not decreased in significance. Technologies fundamentally change content availability and consumability. Therefore, content availability and similarity face challenges as news media brand differentiators. The author of the Thesis questions how a set of attributes, including shared and unique, contribute to media brand distinctiveness. This assumption is well-rooted in many findings, including the fundamental optimal distinctiveness theory.74

**Optimal brand uniqueness**

Many scholars also highlight the importance of the optimal balance of brand attributes and associations between shares or category primary and unique associations and unique attributes, which forms brand uniqueness. The theory of optimal distinctiveness proves that the critical factor in brand choice is attractiveness from within the attribute’s choice set. It is crucial to ensure the brand is recognised for category-relevant features before focusing on its distinctiveness.75 This indicates that unique associations may be a transitory effect of situation-specific accessibility with a shared association.76 Scholars agree that brands should first clearly define a frame of reference within the category needs and ensure strong shared attributes are in place. The scholars name it a point of parity.77 Only then should points of difference or unique associations be developed. Successful positioning combines links to a product category and distinctive attributes.78 Strong consumer experiences can establish critical differentiating associations and affect perceptions of distinctiveness relative to competitor products.79 Consumer experience positively and significantly impacts perceived distinctiveness.80 Many scholars' works prove that consumer experience with a brand has a positive effect and

---


significance on brand strengths outcomes.\textsuperscript{81, 82 83} Emotional and cognitive clues based on experience-based associations lead to brand associations \textsuperscript{84} and play a crucial role in brand equity development.\textsuperscript{85} Experience is the ideal basis for brand differentiation.\textsuperscript{86} This confirms, from a media standpoint, the significance of this consumption experience or consumer experience with the news in the context of news media as content consumed in an online environment.

2.2. News media brand attributes as news media brand uniqueness and brand equity framework

The media richness theory proposes that audiences choose communication technologies based on the attributes of the medium.\textsuperscript{87} Expectancy – value theoretical framework, uses and gratification models, customer-based equity framework adapted to the media aspect, study the link between media and audiences by "exploring the relationships between the media's attributes and the roles they provide".\textsuperscript{88} According to this view, an object possesses various attributes towards each person who builds an attitude. In the media context, different scholars approach brand attribute categorization differently while mostly agreeing on several categorizations. It is possible to define product-related attributes as functional or utilitarian. In contrast, non-product-related attributes are consumer or consumption experience and user


imagery, hedonic associations often connected with experience, not product features. Based on literature analyses, Fig. 2.2 shows the scholars' classification of news media brand attributes grouped by the author of the Thesis in a summarised concept of two main attribute groups: product-related (content-related) and non-product-related (non-content-related) news media brand attributes.

Fig. 2.2. Grouping of news media attributes based on scholars' classification in academic studies (created by the author, novelty of this research).

Considering that academics agree that consumers seek distinctiveness in hedonic brand attributes as experience-based, the Thesis author concludes that perceived uniqueness and its impact on brand equity in news media brand construct should be validated. The author of the Thesis concludes that in addition to the need for news brand association management in a new media environment, the significance of branding and media brand management is reflected in the positive effects of brand equity on various media outcomes, ranging from media trust or credibility to media financial performance.

3. The research of new media brand uniqueness and brand equity in the 21st century media business environment

The author of the Thesis designed and implemented quantitative research to achieve research objectives, answer research questions, and test hypotheses based on a theoretical framework derived from the review of the literature. For the present quantitative research study, the author of this Thesis has employed a survey as the quantitative research method. The research design is employed to address the research questions and test hypotheses for this study. A quantitative survey was employed to examine brand attributes comprehensively, as brand

---

associations are attribute-based. The detailed quantitative research analyses are based on the developed theoretical framework – customer-based brand equity model and brand associations framework and a review of the literature on brand distinctiveness and the consumer experience effect on brand outcomes and brand equity (see Fig. 3.1).

Fig.3.1. The conceptual framework of the quantitative research – survey (created by the author).

Firstly, after analysing the significance of media attributes for each news media brand selected, the strength of strong and favourable brand associations will be determined.

Secondly, the impact of brand associations on brand uniqueness will be determined. Considering the consumer experience, brand associations, and the importance of distinctiveness in the branding discussed in the literature review, the decision tree method and multiple linear regression analyses answer how brand distinctiveness forms brand associations and which brand attributes play the most significant role in its development. Multiple linear regression analyses were used to confirm or not the hypotheses of this research. The proposed study design would survey a 15 to 24 year old audience to understand the importance of 14 media brand attribute-based associations and their impact on uniqueness and brand equity.

The third part of the data will consist of statistical studies to identify how brand associations contribute to media brand uniqueness and how uniqueness impacts brand equity as perceived by Generation Z.

This research aims to conceptualize customer-based brand equity based on a definition elaborated by a marketing author (Keller, 1993) applied to national news media brands. The author summarised the quantitative research (survey) process in three steps according to the first three objectives (see Fig. 3.2).
In the Thesis research context, Generation Z is an audience aged 15–24 years, as the audience's interest in news increases with age. Therefore, Generation Z representatives younger than 15 years are beyond the scope of the Thesis research. Quantitative research was carried out from April 1 – May 6, 2022. In this study, the participants’ criteria were a particular age group and people living in Latvia. As the respondents had to answer ten end-choice questions representing their news media brand experience, only media users were selected to be able to evaluate their media consumption experience. Therefore, from the perspective of the news media audience, a user who consumes media at least once per week can be considered a regular media user. Appendix 3 details the question’s structure and answers design, using the semantic differential scale approach. 16 variables were tested for each media: 14 attributes, respondents perceived news media brand equity and brand distinctiveness. The selected fourteen media brand attributes represent content-related and non-content-related media brand attributes. The non-content-related brand association were measured and connected to comprehend how content consumption experience influences news media brand associations and whether these attributes contribute to news media brand distinctiveness. Accordingly, a more comprehensive exploration of these attribute groups was applied, and content attributes were consolidated under three content-related attributes characterising news media brand attributes.

The eight news media brands in the Latvian language were selected for this questionnaire, based on monthly and weekly media audience data with the highest number of real users in all measured populations aged 7–74 from 1 January 2022 to 31 January 2022. To fulfil the research

objectives, different statistical tests have been applied. The software of SPSS and RapidMiner was used to run the tests efficiently. Three tests are specifically used: excel cross-table mean analyses, multiple linear regression tests, and decision tree tests. The analyses were performed in 3 steps to answer the research questions and test the hypotheses.

3.1. Importance of news media attributes and strength of news media brand associations

Firstly, the importance of each of the 14 brand attributes of the audience where measured. The more critical attributes are the content and credibility of the news media (see Table 3.1). However, how the audience experiences the content is highly important. Being present on social media platforms, having an attractive, unique, and nice content delivery form, and leadership associations are essential attributes for news media brands in a new media environment to create strong and favourable brand associations.

Table 3.1

The importance of each news media brand attribute, as evaluated by the audience, age 15–24, Latvia (created by the author)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News media attributes</th>
<th>Attribute importance evaluation by respondents, mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content matches my interests</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credible</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like their authors, journalists</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My friends use it too</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engages celebrities in their projects</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looks distinctive, unique</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can engage in content creation</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses attractive, special formats, e.g., blogs, podcasts, video</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts interesting content on social media</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In social media, uses relevant features, e.g., video, live stories, etc.</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading news media</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looks nice, attractive</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present on platforms which I use, e.g., YouTube or my favourite social media</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Their posts often generate a lot of views, reactions, reposts</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Media brand content access points

The author analyses the audience-stated media brand content access points. Direct news media webpage access was proportionally highest for all mentioned news media brands. News media brands nra.lv and la.lv had the highest direct website content access percentage of 79 % and 70 %, respectively. The next more usual access point was Facebook. Facebook, as a news media brand content access and consumption point, is for news media brands tv3.lv, with 51 %, very close to this news media brand direct website access rate (58 %), and la.lv, with 47 %.
This confirms previously discussed scholars' studies in literature and the fact that multi-platform and on-demand content consumption were present for this audience and the risk of a decrease in brand associations is quite significant, as more than four platforms can be used.

**Strength of news media brand associations**

Brand attributes are fundamental for strong, favourable brand associations. The author developed the brand association formation score to determine its strength in contacting and engaging the audience with their brand to form strong and favourable associations.

Using data from survey questions A2–A4, the author analysed the usage, frequency, and engagement of every news media. The strength of news media brand associations' formation allows for analysing the brand's strength to deliver associations to the audience. In this aspect, the two strongest brands are delfi.lv with 24 scores, highly scored in all three elements, and tv3.lv with 21 scores. For detailed calculations approach of strength scores, see Appendix 3 of the Thesis. The research data clearly show that consumption volume is not the only aspect defining the strength of brand association formation. For example, although it was the second-most used brand, tvnet.lv was only third in frequency and fourth in engagement, therefore, low in brand association power score despite being the second-most used media. This supports the significance of engagement and frequency of the brand to develop strong associations. The author used data from survey question A9, which asked respondents to measure 14 media attributes of each news media on a scale of 1 to 10. The matching scoring is applied to the strengths of each news media brand’s attribute to consider the audience’s importance for each attribute. The brand score was then multiplied by the attribute score to determine the strength of the news brand in this attribute. To evaluate the score of each news media brand’s attribute, the author examines the scores of news brand attribute strength by multiplying the attribute score by the brand score to determine the strength of the news brand in this attribute. Adding all attribute scores for each brand, the highest total brand’s attribute power score was for tv3.lv with 781 scores, second was delfi.lv with 771 scores, and third was lsm.lv with 730 scores. While detailed brand scores are described in Appendix 3, Table 3.2 summarises news media brand associations' strength scores, total content-related and content-non-related or experience-based associations in this research context as the novelty of this Thesis.

---


Table 3.2

The strength of news media brand associations' scores to a 15 to 24 years old audience in Latvia in 2022 (created by the author, novelty of this research)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News media brand attributes scores</th>
<th>tvnet.lv</th>
<th>delfi.lv</th>
<th>jauns.lv</th>
<th>la.lv</th>
<th>nra.lv</th>
<th>lsm.lv</th>
<th>tv3.lv</th>
<th>diena.lv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency score</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement score</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption score</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength of brand associations' formation score</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The total strength of news media brand associations' score</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>781</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The author concludes that this allows us to assume that news media brand content consumption or usage is insufficient to create strong and favourable brand associations and build brand distinctiveness and equity. It confirms the necessity for engagement, as discussed in the literature. Content experience is important in forming brand associations in a new media environment. This research step made it possible to answer the first research question. The next question is how news media brand attributes contribute to news media brand uniqueness and whether the higher total attribute power score delivers higher brand distinctiveness.

3.2. News media brand attributes and brand uniqueness in the 21st century media business environment

The author analysed the means for each media brand's uniqueness and equity based on survey results to calculate the ranking and comparison between media brands. Table 3.3 summarises the evaluation of all news media brands. The news brand tv3.lv had the highest mean -- –6.3. The author used multiple linear regression analyses to test the first two hypotheses and decision tree tests to analyse how these attributes contribute to news media brand distinctiveness. However, even at this stage, it is already possible to assume that strong and favourable experience-based attributes, frequency, and engagement are crucial for forming brand distinctiveness. The subsequent highest distinctiveness evaluation means were assigned to delfi.lv and lsm.lv – 6.1. Both these news brands had the second/third-highest association strength scores. Even the lsm.lv frequency had lower scores, high content, and non-content-related attributions connected with high evaluation in brand uniqueness.
Table 3.3

News media uniqueness and equity, as evaluated by a 15 to 24 years old audience in Latvia, 2022 (created by the author)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News media</th>
<th>tvnet.lv</th>
<th>delfi.lv</th>
<th>jauns.lv</th>
<th>la.lv</th>
<th>nra.lv</th>
<th>lsm.lv</th>
<th>tv3.lv</th>
<th>diena.lv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand uniqueness</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand equity</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Delfi.lv was a strong favourite in all attributes and brand distinctiveness. Tvnet.lv, the second-most used news media brand in Latvia, lands in only fourth place in both brand attribute power score evaluation and distinctiveness. Similar ratings were given to the distinctiveness of four other news brands, with a mean score of 5.3. To analyse how news brand distinctiveness impacts news media brand equity, the author analysed the mean for each media brand to calculate the ranking and comparison between media brands. The data shows (see Table 3.4) that the news media brand is evaluated with higher brand equity of delfi.lv with a mean of 6.8. The following brand is lsm.lv with a slightly lower mean – 6.7, and the tv3.lv brand follows with a mean of 6.3.

Delfi.lv delivers the highest brand equity evaluation with the highest consumption, frequency, and engagement score. Delfi.lv also received the highest evaluation in content-related attributes, coming only slightly after lsm.lv in credibility evaluation by the audience. It is possible to assume the relationships between content-related attribute strengths and brand equity and leadership by analysing the brand attribute: leading news media. The highest evaluation for this attribute is for lsm.lv, delfi.lv and tv3.lv. Lsm.lv received the second-highest brand equity evaluation 6.7; even the brand attributes power score landed lsm.lv in third place after Delfi.lv and tv3.lv. The third highest brand equity score is allocated to the tv3.lv brand – 6.3. Despite receiving the highest brand distinctiveness evaluation, if analysing brand equity within audience structure, there are significant variances in the evaluation of tv3.lv brand equity within age groups and the audience living region. The brand equity leaders delfi.lv and lsm.lv receive a much more even evaluation in all age groups and audience living regions. These insights assume that associations' evenness is essential to developing the brand equity. While this aspect is not broadly researched in the literature, this assumption can be strengthened by testing the first hypothesis of this research.

To summarise the findings from this research phase, news brand usage is insufficient to build strong, favourable, and unique brand associations and equity. Brand usage frequency and engagement are crucial to shaping and developing strong and positive associations.
related attributes are the basis of news brand choice and significantly influence the brand equity even when the frequency is lower, as in the case of lsm.lv brand, the highest evaluated in brand attributes. The author states that consumption experience-based attributes are crucial to form the brand uniqueness and equity in a new media environment where media content access points exceed four. The audience demands content delivery via social platforms and requires the content to be delivered appropriately, attractively and on demand.

A great example is the tv3.lv brand where the highest consumption experience-related attribute score ensured the highest distinctiveness evaluation by the audience, despite being in third place in terms of content-related attribute evaluation. The highest experience-based attribute significance evaluated by the audience is for attributes: post interesting content on social media; use relevant features, e.g., video, live stories etc.; leading news media; look nice, attractive, distinctive; present on platforms which I use (e.g., YouTube or my favourite social networks). The news media brand with the highest brand equity delfi.lv measured almost the highest scores in attribute evaluation but was not rated the highest in distinctiveness or leadership nevertheless receiving the highest brand equity evaluation mean. The author concludes that brand equity is built from the consistency in strength among all brand attributes. Not necessarily being the strongest one but consistent across all attributes. When a brand has more considerable differences among attribute evaluation or strength, the brand association can be unique or leading depending on the attribute, but consistency in attribute strength delivers more substantial equity. A shining example of the necessity to possess both the power to form and strengthen associations is the news brand tvnet.lv. According to monthly, weekly and daily audience data, Latvia's second most used news media is evaluated only fourth in terms of distinctiveness, importance and leadership. Lack of engagement scores, lower content-related attribute strength and experience-based attribute power deliver only the fourth place in terms of distinctiveness, equity, and leadership.

**News media attributes contribution to brand uniqueness as perceived by Generation Z**

The author uses multiple linear regression to test hypotheses. The decision tree technique to answer the second research question to explain relationships between attributes and media brand uniqueness and find the highly significant news media brand attributes to it as perceived by Generation Z. The author selected three news media brands with the highest mean levels in all media attributes, uniqueness, and brand equity for the next step of statistical analyses between media attributes, brand uniqueness and brand equity. Statistical tests describe how brand associations contribute to distinctive associations in the audience's mind.
In this research step (Step 2), multiple linear regression analyses and the decision tree method were performed to answer the research question: How and which attributes of news media brand contribute to the development of news media brand uniqueness as perceived by Generation Z? Two statistical tests were used for all research analyses and testing hypotheses.

**News media delfi.lv**

Four brand attributes that significantly contribute to delfi.lv brand distinctiveness are: associations of special format use; distinctive and unique look; user engagement in content creations; and delfi.lv authors and journalists. All associations increase in importance sequentially if some associations are not met in the audience’s minds. The stronger and more favourably these attributes are built, the more substantial is the brand distinctiveness. The analyses confirm non-content-related attribute significance. Three of the four attributes are non-content-related attributes.

**News media tv3.lv**

Four attributes significantly involved in forming the tv3.lv brand uniqueness are: my friend also uses; attractive formats; content that matches my interest; and posts interesting content on social networks. The highest weight is for the attribute my friends use it too. Similarly, as in the delfi.lv test, the content consumption experience-related attributes (non-product-related attributes) are essential, but the content-related attribute is the most significant even though all experience-based associations are strong and favourable. The evaluation of the tv3.lv attribute posts interesting content on social networks received the highest evaluation from the audience among other attributes of tv3.lv and the highest among other news media brands. The strength of this tv3.lv attribute could be the basis on which tv3.lv is evaluated as the most distinctive among other news media brands. The crucial part of the tv3.lv brand uniqueness is the user imagery attribute – whether my friend uses the new tv3.lv brand.

**News media lsm.lv**

Five out of fourteen lsm.lv brand attributes have the highest weight to lsm.lv brand distinctiveness. These are: looks distinctive and unique; my friends use it too; engage celebrities in their projects; I like their authors and journalists; present on platforms I use. The lsm.lv news brand uniqueness is built via a distinctive look, authors and journalists, as well as associations that my friends use this media too and lsm.lv engages celebrities in their content projects, play a significant role in forming brand distinctiveness in the event that associations that lsm.lv is present on different platforms are not strong and favourable enough.
3.3. News media brand uniqueness impact on brand equity as perceived by Generation Z

In the third step of the research, a similar sequent statistical approach was used to answer the research question of how news media brand uniqueness impacts media brand equity. Multiple linear regression and decision tree tests were used to answer the third research question and test the third hypothesis. For this step, the data set under consideration for this research and the dependent variable is brand equity. On the other hand, the independent variables are all 14 brand attributes.

**News media delfi.lv**

Delfi.lv received the audience's highest brand equity evaluation scores. Similarly, the attributes with the highest significance rates were calculated. *Uniqueness, content, journalists and authors, attractive look, and leading news media associations* are significant in building brand equity. The delfi.lv brand uniqueness has the most significant impact on brand equity (see Fig. 3.3).

![Fig. 3.3. The impact of delfi.lv brand uniqueness and attributes on delfi.lv brand equity (decision tree test, RapidMiner software).](image)

If the audience perceives delfi.lv as unique, and these associations are strong and favourable, the strong and favourable associations of delfi.lv as *leading news media* are significant. If these associations are strong, substantial brand equity is built. If *leading news media* associations are weak, brand uniqueness associations again are significant. Strong brand distinctiveness leads to brand equity even with weak leading media associations. If they are weak, substantial brand equity is not built. As the test is developed with a high accuracy rate of 71.4 %, the author can confidently state that strong brand equity for delfi.lv highly contributed from brand uniqueness.

Brand distinctiveness, content, authors, and attractive look are essential to delfi.lv media brand builders. When these associations are weak, no substantial brand equity can be formed. The multiple linear regression analysis shows the significance of delfi.lv media brand
uniqueness impact on brand equity. This confirms the decision tree test findings on brand uniqueness weight on brand equity. Credibility is the second attribute that strongly contributes to brand equity. P-value is 0.003, while unstandardized B is 0.179 and standardized B is 0.166 according to multiple linear regression test. By analysing the news media brand with the highest audience-reported brand equity, the author could determine how brand uniqueness evolves for this news brand and how brand distinctiveness and other attributes impact brand equity. The data also confirms the optimal uniqueness concept argued in Chapter 2 of the Thesis. These findings confirm the importance of the perceived distinctiveness of media brands and how unique associations form through newly created brand associations like content engagement, formats, and accessibility, developed by digitalization. When category-shared attributes like content and credibility are established, it is essential how this content is distributed via multiple access points. The research demonstrates a high significance between brand uniqueness and brand equity, leading media associations' role, and content-related attributes' significance. Credibility is the strong driver of brand equity. The research shows that content consumption experience is crucial for developing a strong and distinctive news media brand in a new media environment, confirming other scholars' findings on brand experience's role in different categories. From a brand management perspective, social media presence, employment of relevant formats, and user engagement are vital for brand differentiation. Content-related associations are unquestionably significant for the media brand choice. The form in which content is presented and distributed to the audience plays a vital role for Generation Z. Delivery and packaging bring so desired strong brand associations and confirm the consumption experience-related formation of uniqueness.

**News media tv3.lv**

Three brand attributes impact the tv3.lv brand equity: *content matches my interests; unique; and I like their authors and journalists*. Just as data previously showed how the tv3.lv brand distinctiveness formed, in addition to these attributes, the authors and journalists should be part of strong and favourable association-building tactics. However, if the audience does not
have enough strong associations with the tv3.lv brand as distinctive, the attribute *content matches my interests* becomes significant (see Fig. 3.6).

![Decision tree diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.6.** The impact of tv3.lv brand uniqueness and attributes on tv3.lv brand equity (Decision tree test, RapidMiner software).

The strong and favourable associations of the audience about the tv3.lv brand, e.g., *the content is in line with my*, will strengthen the brand equity of tv3.lv. If these associations are not strong and favourable enough, neither *unique* nor *content matches my interest* build strong brand equity (see Fig. 3.6). The tv3.lv brand equity test demonstrates that even though brand distinctiveness can be built through consumption experience-based attributes, strong content-related or category-fundamental attributes are needed to build strong brand equity. According to the linear regression test, four tv3.lv brand attributes strongly correlate with brand equity: *uniqueness; content matches my interest; posts interesting content on social networks; and present the platforms I use*. Both tests confirm the significance of brand uniqueness to brand equity. Nevertheless, once again, significant are content experience-related associations for this audience – *brand presence on platforms the audience uses; content on these platforms and user imagery associations like – my friends use too*. Finally, similar analyses were performed for a third news media brand: lsm.lv.
News media lsm.lv

Attributes that impact lsm.lv brand equity are: content posts generate many views, reactions and reposts; lsm.lv brand uniqueness, users can engage in content creation, and leading news media and use relevant features on social media platforms (see Fig. 3.7).

![Decision tree for lsm.lv brand equity](image)

Fig. 3.7. The impact of lsm.lv brand uniqueness and attributes on lsm.lv brand equity (decision tree test, RapidMiner software).

Strong and favourable leading news media associations, brand distinctiveness and content popularity are vital elements of the lsm.lv brand equity. Consumption-related attributes such as formats and user engagement can also contribute to strong brand equity if previously mentioned associations are weaker. Multiple linear regression analyses show that the highest significance of lsm.lv brand equity is with its brand uniqueness. In addition, credibility associations are highly significant to strong brand equity. The lsm.lv brand distinctiveness is a crucial element for solid brand equity, and it is created via a distinctive look, lsm.lv authors and journalists, and whether the audience's friends use this media brand too, as well as a presence on different platforms and celebrity engagement.

3.4. The summary of quantitative research results: news media brand attributes, brand uniqueness and equity as perceived by Generation Z

Consumption experience-related (non-product-related or non-content-related), content-related brand attributes, and news media brand uniqueness.

The news media brand attributes with the highest weight to brand uniqueness among all three brands are: my friends use it too (the highest weight); looks distinctive and unique (second highest); uses attractive, special formats; and I like their authors and journalists (Appendix 4). Not all three brands have all those attributes contributing to brand distinctiveness, but all have at least three. Therefore, it assumes that at least three of those attributes should be present to form the brand distinctiveness. Moreover, it is essential to point out that unique attributes – look
distinctive and unique – are present in those attributes. Therefore, this confirms that combined with unique associations, unique attributes benefit overall brand uniqueness.

**News media brand uniqueness and attributes and news media brand equity**

If similarly analysed distinctiveness and other attributes contribute to brand equity, the associations with the most significant weight to brand equity are uniqueness (the highest weight), content that matches my interests (second), I like authors, journalists and associations of leading news media. The influence of brand distinctiveness on brand equity is confirmed and explained, but two content-related attributes are also significant, and leadership associations are essential to building a strong brand equity (see Table 3.5). While forming experience-related attributes is significant, brand equity requires solid category or shared fundamentals in place, supporting numerous scholars' findings previously discussed in the literature review. In linear regression analyses, attribute credibility shows a significant contribution to brand equity. It is possible to confirm that brand distinctiveness is significant for building the brand equity; nevertheless, it can only happen if the category fundamental (category shared) or content-related attributes deliver strong and favourable associations. The quality of the content is a core element in maintaining a sustainable brand positioning in the market. The following tables summarise attributes present in news media brand analyses (see Tables 3.4 and 3.5).

Table 3.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News media</th>
<th>deli.lv</th>
<th>tv3.lv</th>
<th>lsm.lv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree tests</td>
<td>4 attributes</td>
<td>4 attributes</td>
<td>6 attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like authors, journalists</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can engage in content creation</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looks distinctive, unique</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses attractive formats (video, blogs, etc.)</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My friends use it too</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The content matches my interests</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posts interesting content on social networks</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engages celebrities in their projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present on platforms I use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple linear regression tests</td>
<td>3 attributes</td>
<td>3 attributes</td>
<td>2 attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looks distinctive, unique</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users can engage in content creations</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like authors, journalists</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The posts generate a lot of views, reactions, and reposts</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My friends use it too</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The author summarizes the attributes contributing to news media brand equity and uniqueness impact (see Table 3.5).

Table 3.5

| News media brand uniqueness and attributes contributing to news media brand equity (decision tree method, multiple linear regression analyses, created by the author) |
|---|---|---|
| **Decision Tree tests** | 5 attributes | 3 attributes | 5 attributes |
| delfi.lv | tv3.lv | lsm.lv |
| Uniqueness | ● | ● | ● |
| The content matches my interests | ● | ● | |
| I like authors, journalists | ● | ● | |
| Looks nice, attractive | ● | ● | |
| Leading news media | ● | ● | ● |
| The posts generate a lot of views, reactions, and reposts | ● | ● | ● |
| Users can engage in content creation | ● | ● | ● |
| In social media, use relevant features | ● | ● | ● |
| **Multiple Linear regression tests** | 3 attributes | 4 attributes | 2 attributes |
| Unique | ● | ● | ● |
| Credible | ● | ● | ● |
| Leading news media | ● | ● | ● |
| Posts interesting content on social network | ● | ● | ● |
| The content matches my interest | ● | ● | ● |
| Present on social platforms | ● | ● | ● |

Analyses also demonstrate that, while the brand distinctiveness of each brand is formed differently, consumption experience-related attributes significantly contribute to brand distinctiveness if the brand category's fundamental attributes are strong (Appendix 4). Another significant insight is that although the attribute *my friends use it too* is rated low in declared importance by the audience, it is vital when contributing to perceived uniqueness. The tv3.lv brand distinctiveness is significantly contributed to by the audience's experience with the brand's content (see Table 3.4).

The strength and favourability of associations are significant to brand distinctiveness and equity as analysed by the mean levels of all eight news brands. Moreover, it can also be assumed that evenness of strength and favourability of all brand attributes is essential. Therefore, it is possible to assume that the more audience has associations with the news media brand, the higher the brand distinctiveness and equity will be. The three brands with the strongest and most favourable associations also demonstrate evenness in all attributes, while tvnet.lv, the fourth news brand according to brand distinctiveness and equity, shows weaker and more uneven associations (see Appendix 3). The four other news media brands with weaker
and less favourable associations, lower brand distinctiveness and equity demonstrate uneven brand associations.

**Summary of research hypotheses tests and results**

All three research hypotheses were confirmed in delfi.lv and lsm.lv analyses, whereas the first hypothesis was voided in tv3.lv analyses. Content-related attributes did not significantly contribute to tv3.lv brand uniqueness. While the content analyses are beyond the scope of this research, this highlights interesting aspects in further research of tv3.lv content ideology, given audience uses and gratification and expectations from this news brand.

The author of the Thesis concludes that strong, favourable, and even news media brand associations contribute to brand uniqueness and equity, and content consumption experience-related associations (non-content-related) obtained via multiple platforms significantly contribute to news brand uniqueness. Even brand attributes contributing to the news media brand distinctiveness may differ across news media, category shared, or content-related attributes, and content-consumption experience attributes are significant to the news media brand uniqueness and brand equity.

### 4. The methodology of news media branding in the 21st century media business environment

Quantitative research and secondary data sources confirm the significance of the content experience to news media brand distinctiveness. In light of the empirical study findings and insights from secondary data provided in Chapter 1 of the Thesis, the author developed a news media brand attributes assessment approach as the methodology of news media branding in the new media environment.

#### 4.1. The methodology of news media brand uniqueness and equity development in the 21st century media business environment

The methodology possesses attribute importance, effectiveness, tactical attribute development, and news media brand experience measurement that contributes to news media brand distinctiveness and equity.
The methodology consists of seven steps (see Fig. 4.1).

Steps 1–3 determine and evaluate the importance and strength and favourability of the particular news brand attribute. This phase enables news media brands to analyse and understand which attributes are significant and which of their own attributes are strong, missing or need improvement. The focus should be paid on content consumption experience-based brand attributes or non-content-related (non-product-related) attributes.

Steps 4–6 are about adjusting, adding significance and analysing the attributes that contribute to news media brand distinctiveness and equity. Finally, the Thesis research findings should be applied when an optimal combination of attribute strategies is selected. For example, some news media brands can decide to explore more attributes connected with user imagery and some usage imagery; nevertheless, a combination of content-related and content consumption experience-related attributes is vital, as content consumption experience significantly contributes to the news media brand distinctiveness and equity.

Step 7 is designing this new media branding to deliver a news media brand experience to audiences across various platforms. The step consists of tactics of attribute development, employment to create and maintain strong and favourable brand associations, selection of platforms where news media will be present; human resources and skills needed and applied; news media content packaging and branding, and measurement of effectiveness.

The final measurement step allows us to access and effectively understand where and why optimization of any previous steps is needed. In Step 7, it is possible to evaluate the effectiveness and possible optimization and required adjustment of attribute choice,
importance, or combination in previous steps. The review and optimization cycle is possible and continuous in any step of this methodology.

The Thesis author developed a methodology template presented in Appendix 5 that could support brand development, optimization, and re-evaluation as a roadmap for news media organizations. The proposed methodology of news media branding lets news media managers assess the media branding and adjust or invent any needed changes over time. In addition, the methodology makes it possible to explore the news media brand attributes and their importance from the audience's perspective and understand the news media strengths and weaknesses from a media brand attribute perspective. The proposed methodology enables a practice to understand, develop and measure the news media brand uniqueness in a new media environment. The methodology provides an approach to strengthen the news media brand attribution in the current media environment, which is essential for media business, as the developed methodology of news media branding supports the growth of the attractiveness of advertising spending to national news media.

### 4.2. Approbation of the methodology of news media branding within Latvian companies

To evaluate the effectiveness of the developed methodology, the findings and proposed methodology were presented, analysed and approbated in:

- the leading and biggest national news media JSC Delfi;
- communication and media agency Dentsu Latvia.

The usefulness and applicability of the Thesis research findings to national news media branding are confirmed by Mr Kuzikovs, CEO and Chairman of the Board of JSC Delfi, reference presented in Appendix 6 of the Thesis. The approbation of methodology by Dentsu Latvia confirmed the transferability of the findings and methodology to other industries and branding sectors (see Appendix 6). The representative of the news media company TV3 Group evaluated the branding methodology as significant. As a result, the research findings and proposed methodology were presented to the TV3 media representatives, and the methodology will be incorporated into news media tv3.lv branding strategies. Importance of the research results in education of the media industry participants, such as media, media brand managers, advertisers, audiences and others. The reference by the Chairman of the Board of the Latvian Advertising Association confirming the relevance and usefulness of the research results to the industry is provided in Appendix 6 of the Thesis.
Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusions

1. The 21st century digital media environment requires new media brand equity-building approaches. To succeed, news media must establish a strong and consistent brand, especially within digital platforms. The lack of research on this topic highlights the importance of media branding research overall.

2. National media brands must compete fiercely with a powerful newcomer – platforms – for audiences and advertising money. Consumer-produced content is another part of a competition that is unprecedented. Consequently, powerful, and distinguishable media branding is important for attracting an audience, advertising, and investment. Digitization has significantly impacted media organizations and their relationship with audiences. A strong and distinctive media brand in the digital environment is important to attract audiences, advertising and investment. This is especially important in a media environment characterized by intense competition and the need to adapt to changing audience preferences.

3. Distributed news consumption deludes brand associations and is behind low news media brand attribution in multi-platform environments. This aspect stresses the significance of strong brand associations contributing to the news brand uniqueness and equity, ensuring vital news media qualities – credibility, audience loyalty, readership, and financial performance.

4. Content and credibility are the most important attributes of the news media brands to consider in order to build and maintain strong, positive brand associations with Generation Z. However, the audience's experience of the content is also crucial. The news media brands should focus on attributes such as their presence on social media, the attractiveness and uniqueness of their content delivery form, and leadership associations to establish favourable brand associations.

5. Generation Z, the audience of news content, values relevance and credibility when forming associations with news media brands. These attributes are considered the most important when evaluating news media brands. Additionally, a news media brand's presence on social media platforms commonly used by this audience is also a crucial attribute. Consumption of news content by Generation Z representatives is relevant to their interests and credibility when forming strong associations with news media brands.
6. Generation Z also values news media brand attributes such as appearance, presentation, and interesting content on social media. However, the attributes *my friends used it too* and *users can engage in content creation* were rated as having lower importance. These findings suggest that, while not prioritized by this audience, these attributes may still be relevant for news media brands seeking to establish unique brand associations.

7. The news media brand attributes with the most significant impact on uniqueness are: *my friends use it too; looks distinctive and unique; I like journalists, authors; and uses attractive, special formats*. The presence of at least three of these attributes is necessary for news media brands to establish their uniqueness, according to the research. While not all the studied brands may possess these attributes, they possess at least three.

8. It is important to note that the *look distinctive and unique* attribute is unique in itself. This suggests that having unique attributes can contribute to the overall uniqueness of a news media brand. Therefore, it is vital for the news media brands to consider unique associations and attributes to establish a unique brand. This research presents a new approach to understanding the news media brand uniqueness based on the analyses of unique attributes and the perceived uniqueness of a news media brand. This approach allows for a more comprehensive understanding of the factors contributing to a news media brand's distinctiveness and can be used for branding strategies.

9. Multiple linear regression analyses support the hypothesis that a combination of category-shared and experience-related attributes significantly influence the uniqueness of news media brands, except for tv3.lv. Therefore, it can be inferred that the tv3.lv brand's uniqueness is significantly influenced by the audience's experience with the brand's content.

10. The impact of non-content-related brand attributes related to the content consumption experience is significant to brand uniqueness when the brand's fundamental or product-related attributes are strong. Therefore, news media brands can differentiate themselves by focusing on attributes related to the audience's experience consuming content and developing strong fundamental or content-related attributes. It is important to note that each brand's uniqueness is formed differently, and news media brands should consider a range of attributes to establish the brand uniqueness.

11. Grouping news media attributes into categories based on content-related and non-content-related can facilitate news media brand owners and brand managers in identifying and developing effective news media branding strategies. The analysis of
brand uniqueness development can provide insights into the challenges and opportunities of developing brand attribution, aiding news media owners, managers, and employees in building a strong and unique news media brand.

12. The news media brand attributes with the greatest influence on brand equity are brand uniqueness, content that matches the audience's interests, and associations with leading news media and the brand's authors and journalists. Uniqueness has the highest weight, followed by content-related attributes and leadership associations. These findings indicate that news media brands should focus on uniqueness, strong content-related attributes, and leadership associations to build strong brand equity.

13. Brand uniqueness significantly impacts the news media brand equity. Specifically, uniqueness has the highest weight contributing to the brand equity of delfi.lv, and the second highest weight for the brand equity of tv3.lv and lsm.lv. These findings support the hypothesis that brand uniqueness is crucial in determining the news media brand equity.

14. The approbation of the methodology confirms its practical utility and effectiveness, particularly in its ability to effectively categorize news media brand attributes for the purpose of branding.

15. Content branding is essential for media brands, as it helps owners and brand managers of news media to differentiate them from competitors and establish a unique brand. While maintaining content on a single platform may not necessarily alter audience consumption habits, it can hinder a brand's ability to reach and engage with the audience. Thus, a multi-platform approach is advisable for news media brands to maximize their reach and strength.

16. Parental and family habits and brand usage significantly influence the media choices of younger audiences (especially news media). This aligns with the findings of generation theory, which suggests that one generation's habits and expectations can impact future generations' media choices. Therefore, brands should not abandon the usage patterns and expectations of their current audience but should consider adding new ones to meet the requirements and expectations of future generations.

17. Generation Z prefers high-quality, impartial news presented in a format that aligns with their individual content consumption preferences. Additionally, this demographic group tends to possess a heightened level of discernment in evaluating the credibility and trustworthiness of news sources. As such, it is crucial for news media organizations to
consider the characteristics and tendencies of Generation Z when developing strategies to address this audience.

18. The developed *methodology of news media branding* is suitable for national news media and can be effectively used to enhance the news media brand uniqueness and brand equity in the 21st-century media business environment. This methodology can help national news media brands to identify and prioritize important attributes, evaluate attribute strength and favourability, define an optimal attribute combination, and develop a brand experience approach that includes tactics for attribute development, platform selection, resource allocation, content branding, and measurement of effectiveness. It *strengthens news media brand attribution* and increases competitiveness of national media in attracting advertising volumes, ensuring sources of media financing and sustainable development of media business.

19. The successful approbation of the developed methodology by Latvian media business company representatives demonstrates its applicability and effectiveness for the national media industry and its potential for transferability to multi-platform branding strategies in other businesses from different industries. These findings suggest that the methodology of branding is a valuable resource for developing effective branding strategies in a variety of contexts.

**Recommendations**

**For news media managers, marketing, and brand managers**

1. To deliver a seamless and satisfying experience for younger audiences, news media need to pay attention to content consumption-experience-related brand attributes. These attributes, which relate to the experience of consuming news, should be prioritized to enhance audiences' overall satisfaction and build the brand equity. This may involve investing in user experience design and ensuring that content is easily accessible and enjoyable for all platforms.

2. The importance of the news brand and the strength and favourability of the news brand attribute should be analysed and determined. This enables news media brands to analyse and understand which attributes are significant and which of their own attributes are strong, missing or need improvement. The focus should be paid on consumption experience-based brand attributes.

3. Optimal attribute combinations should be applied in news media branding strategies. The media managers should analyse and apply a combination of content and non-
content related brand attributes to develop and maintain the brand uniqueness and equity.

4. News media brand experience via attribute combination should be designed based on the proposed methodology of news media branding. The methodology blocks can help develop, create, and execute tactics of attribute development, employment to create and maintain strong and favourable brand associations, selection of platforms; resources needed and applied; content packaging and branding and, finally, measurement of effectiveness.

5. The designed methodology of news media branding is the roadmap for brand development, optimization, and re-evaluation. It enables media brands to adjust or invent any needed changes over time. The observation of news media brand experience effectiveness on brand uniqueness and equity should be monitored over time via consumer surveys, company data sources via media metrics, audience behaviour data and company internal data, including financial and business data.

6. Considering news media brand equity's impact on credibility, quality, audience loyalty and, therefore, the financial performance of the news media, the branding strategies should be incorporated in yearly business planning and media organizations' business development plans.

7. News media brand management becomes increasingly complex, as it must be managed across multiple platforms, directly impacting brand attribution and distinctiveness in a digital, multi-platform environment. Thus, it is essential to analyse and apply the proposed branding methodology to develop demand for national news media, considering audiences and advertisers.

For academics, researchers, and scholars in the media management field

8. To understand the facets of media and news media brand equity and its impact on different brand outcomes, it is crucial to study and evaluate non-content-related brand attributes based on theoretical concepts of brand equity.

9. Consumer experience theories should be incorporated into the research of news media brand, and brand equity as content experience across various platforms significantly impacts media brand uniqueness and brand equity.

10. To effectively research brand uniqueness in the news media, it is recommended to utilize the brand distinctiveness and customer-based brand equity theories. This combination
allows for a comprehensive examination of the impact of a brand's unique characteristics and consumer perceptions on brand equity.

11. The brand equity aspects in the new media environment should be incorporated and developed in educational materials and study programmes focusing on brand management and media studies.

12. Consumer-based brand equity theories can be applied to examine the impact of content-consumption-related brand attributes on the distinctiveness and equity of a news media brand. These attributes, related to the content or product being consumed, can be studied through consumer experiences and perceptions. The resulting insights can inform branding and positioning strategies for news media organizations.

13. Brand distinctiveness is significantly influenced by experience with brand content across multi-platforms for younger generations. Therefore, theories exploring consumer experience should elaborate on generations' research and its impact on brand outcomes.

14. Brand uniqueness theories can be utilized to investigate the media brand distinctiveness, which is becoming increasingly important in the rapidly evolving media environment. These theories can transfer knowledge about the factors that contribute to a brand's uniqueness and how they impact its equity. This knowledge can be helpful for media organizations seeking to establish a strong and unique brand.

For news media policy makers and editors

15. The news media content, quality, credibility, authors and journalists, and other relevant industry attributes are vital for news brand success, audience use, and preference. Therefore, content policies and strategies should be developed, maintained, and observed over time.

16. The younger audience applies more critical thinking when considering news trustworthy. This audience needs the same quality, neutrality, and diversity of news as other demographic groups; the behaviour of how this audience approaches and consumes news differs from other demographic groups. Thus, multi-platform content distribution strategies should be developed with the same diligence and importance as news media content policies and strategies.

17. Credibility is the essential news media attribute defined by the audience. This news media attribute's precise strategy and integrity should be developed and executed daily to develop and maintain the news media brand equity.
18. While content, quality, credibility, and other content-related factors are essential and often used as a driving force in news media brand associations, close cooperation between the editorial office and media marketing or brand managers is suggested. How content is packaged and distributed has become an essential aspect of news media brand distinctiveness and equity in a new media environment.

For social media managers, brand managers, and agencies

19. The proposed branding methodology could be transferred to developing consumer experience in multi-platform, especially social media platform settings for brands from other industries.

20. Product-involvement, competition environment should be considered as the proposed methodology developed for a low-involvement brand operating in a highly competitive environment.
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